
Built on the Avalanche blockchain, $HATTER asks a

simple question:

 

How far will you follow down the rabbit hole?

 

The initial idea was simple: buy and hold $HATTER, and

you’ll earn $TIME rewards automatically in your wallet.

(3,3)

 

However, $HATTER was just the beginning. Our vision is

to develop an entire rewards-based income ecosystem

on the Avalanche network - and we are just getting

started.

 

$HATTER
WHITEPAPER

Introduction:

 

https://hatter.finance/

t.me/HatterFinance



The $HATTER team is ambitious and highly motivated, and we

want to provide crypto users with the abil ity to earn from their

favourite Avalanche tokens in a completely scalable, DeFi

manner. 

$HATTER is built on top of the Wonderland finance ecosystem.

By enabling holders to earn $TIME and earn through staking, as

well as being exposed to the price action on $HATTER, we open

new avenues for earning on the Avalanche network.

What’s more - as the HATTER Rewards Ecosystem expands, all

holders of $HATTER will be airdropped our upcoming

governance token. In the future, all tokens (e.g $JOSEPH) or

apps that are launched in the HATTER Rewards Ecosystem will

serve to fuel our governance token.

With the launch of $JOSEPH, we showed the $HATTER

community the power that an ever-expanding rewards ecosystem

on Avalanche can have. Our friends at TraderJoe understand

our vision, and have recognised the potential of this project.

By empowering crypto users and leveraging the best util ity

tokens that the AVAX network has to offer, we aim to build

something truly unique on the Avalanche blockchain.

THE 
MISSION
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The Hatter team is composed of a small number of well-

experienced, highly motivated individuals with a passion for

the Avalanche network and passive earning systems (3,3).

 

We saw an opportunity to develop a rewards token

ecosystem on the Avalanche network and knew that we

could develop something far beyond what had been

done before . Inspired by the legendary work of the

Wonderland Finance team, we aim to provide smart earning

solutions to all our holders.

 

The team comes from a background of working in Web3

development and blockchain technology, as well as

members with experience in the business development and

financial sectors.

 

 

THE 
TEAM
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Total Supply

 

 1,000,000,000,000,000 (15 zeros)

 

Token Distribution: 90% Liquidity, 10% Dev /

Marketing

 

Tokenomics

 

13% Transaction Tax:

7% $TIME Rewards

4% Marketing Wallet

2% LP Generation

 

Liquidity is 100% locked because the $HATTER

team is fully committed to the token and

developing something truly innovative.

 

 

 

 

$HATTER
TOKENOMICS
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Total Supply

 

 1,000,000,000,000,000 (15 zeros)

 

Token Distribution: 90% Liquidity, 10% Dev /

Marketing

 

Tokenomics

 

13% Transaction Tax:

7% $JOE Rewards

6% Marketing / $HATTER Buybacks

 

Liquidity is 100% locked. 

$JOE is the native currency of TraderJoe, the

leading exchange on Avalanche. Rewards can

be used for staking, farming, and more. 

 

 

 

 

$JOSEPH
TOKENOMICS
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Develop initial smart contract & Hatter website

Stealth launch on TraderJoe

Organic community growth

First marketing campaign: Telegram and Twitter

CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap listing

Full contract audit by Certik initiated

Release “Rewards” dashboard

Deploy second token in rewards ecosystem: $JOSEPH

Asset generating strategies ecosystem explored

Second marketing campaign: partnership with Quotidian

Marketing, expanding across social channels, paid

advertising, articles and videos, and more.

Launch of governance token

Further token and platform partnerships announced (in the

Avalanche network)

Expansion into $TIME RPG and Abracadabra world

Contract Audit by Certik completed 

Team expansion: full-time front-end developer

Phase 1

Phase 2

ROADMAP
PT. 1
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Continued expansion of the HATTER Rewards Ecosystem

tokens, including airdrops for all long-term holders

High profile influencers campaign

Updated website and rewards dashboard released

Further team expansion

Previews released for 

Phase 3

the Hatter Rewards 

Ecosystem 2022 

More details on Phase 3 

will be announced as the 

$HATTER journey develops.

This is only the beginning.  You might ask, have we gone

mad?

I’m afraid so. But I’ l l  tell you a secret. All the best people

are. (3,3)

ROADMAP
PT.2
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